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a b s t r a c t 

Physicists research the symmetry of particle space through the contrast of motion law in the real space 

and inversion space which is created by space inversion techniques. Inspired by this theory, we pro- 

pose the idea of using local space transformation and dynamic relative position to detect the clustering 

boundary in high dimensional space. Due to the curse of dimensionality, global space transformation ap- 

proaches are not only time-consuming, but also fail to keep the original distribution characteristics. So, 

we inverse the space positions of the k nearest neighbors and project them on the high dimensional 

space coordinate system. To address the lack of statistics that can describe the uniformity of high dimen- 

sional space, we propose the Symmetry Statistics based on the Hopkins Statistics. It is employed to judge 

the uniformity of k nearest neighbor space of coordinate origin. Moreover, we introduce a filter function 

to remove some special noises and isolated points. Finally, we use boundary and filter ratios to detect 

the clustering boundary and propose the corresponding detection algorithm, called Spinver. Experimental 

results from synthetic and real data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Extracting the valuable patterns [1–3] in complex information 

space is the key problem of data mining. The patterns will help 

people to understand data space, and get more valuable infor- 

mation. So, there is no doubt that the extraction process can 

be described as segmenting the information space, and different 

segmentation methods will lead to different pattern results. The 

clustering techniques [4–8] , which use none experience way [9] , 

classify the unlabeled data objects by grouping objects that are 

similar to each other. By analyzing the similarities and differences 

between different classes, it can get the stable structure of data 

space, i.e. clusters. In addition to this familiar pattern, we find a 

more interesting pattern-clustering boundary. 

Clustering boundary [10] , which is located at the edge of a clus- 

ter is a special pattern. Data objects within the cluster have the 

same class label, but there exists some differences between the in- 

terior objects and the boundary objects. Boundary objects, in many 

applications, may indicate special targets that need to pay close at- 

tention on, for example, people who have infected with some virus 

but not be attacked, side face images in the front face images, ir- 

regular handwriting signatures, the gene mutation individuals in 

the gene expression datasets, and etc. When scholars are delighted 
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to find such interesting researches, they also find the traditional 

data mining technology cannot extract the clustering boundary. In 

recent years, some clustering boundary detection techniques have 

been proposed, such as BORDER [11 , 12] , BRIM [13] , BAND [14] , 

BRINK [15] , and etc. However, the research on clustering boundary 

is not so extensive as that clustering technology, especially for the 

high dimensional data space [16–18] . So, this study will be aimed 

at the clustering boundary pattern discovery in high dimensional 

space. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 reports the 

clustering boundary model. Section 4 presents experiments and 

performance results on a number of synthetic and real data sets. 

Section 5 provides an intuitive discussion on parameters analysis 

and scalability. Our conclusion is given in Section 6 . 

2. Related work 

Compared with low dimensional space, high dimensional space 

has more complex space structure [19 , 20] . Because of the inherent 

sparsity of the data objects, the most existing clustering algo- 

rithms that based on only the similarity measures between data 

objects will become substantially inefficient. To solve the problem, 

PCA technique [21] chooses the main dimensions to represent the 

whole space. Then, a series of similar techniques which focus on 

the choice of a reasonable subspace have been proposed, including 
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Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [22] , Isomap [23] , Locally Linear 

Embedding (LLE) [24] , Laplacian Eigenmaps [25] , Local Preserv- 

ing Projection (LPP) [26] , Local Tangent Space Alignment (LTSA) 

[27 , 28] , Maximum Variance Unfolding (MVU) [29] , and etc. From 

the perspective of information theory [30] , these techniques can 

be described as a process of information compression. However, 

the information compression will lose some important informa- 

tion, and the subspace cannot reflect the whole space structure. 

So, the data analysis results depend on the selection of subspace, 

and different subspace will lead to different patterns. To keep 

the complete space information, spectral clustering technique [31] 

transforms the whole space to a new space to finish the clustering 

task. Besides, we find that there exist many techniques using the 

method of space transformation, such as the clustering techniques 

using SVM [32 , 33] and artificial neural network [34–36] , etc. SVM 

transforms the data space from low dimensional to high dimen- 

sional to deal with the problem of linearly inseparable. In other 

words, this method will analyze the data objects in a high dimen- 

sional space, but it may be caught in ‘Dimension Disaster’. Artificial 

neural network transforms the data space to a similar brain system 

or a map structure system. Although this method will solve many 

problems in complex structure space, but it may make a sim- 

ple problem more complex in the high dimensional space with a 

small number of samples, and make a complex problem even more 

complex in the high dimensional space with a large number of 

samples. 

To tackle the problems above, we hold a long-term research. We 

find that the space inversion [37 , 38] of the particle space physics 

and uniform distribution provide the theoretical basis for the re- 

search of high dimensional space. Space inversion is a method 

used to study the symmetry of particle space in the microscopic 

world. It reverses the spatial feature, such as the direction of 

forces, the direction of time, and etc. In other words, physicists 

take the inverse values to replace the position of each particle to 

establish an image space which has the similar structure in the 

original space. Compared with the motion law of particles in the 

image space and original space, scientists can judge the symmetry 

of particle space. Therefore, scientists propose the vector inversion 

about time, the geometric inversion about mathematics, the quan- 

titative inversion about geography, and etc. 

Inspired by this idea, we establish a high dimensional coordi- 

nate system for the current data points, and use the relative po- 

sition to finish the detection task of clustering boundary. Unlike 

the traditional space transformation methods which transform the 

whole data space to a new space, we transform the local space to 

a new space, and use the dynamic relative position to replace the 

static position. Particularly, The specify way is that we give each 

data object a different positions in different local spaces, so that 

the relative position changes dynamically. 

Another theory used in this paper is the uniform distribution. It 

describes the uniformity of data space based on probability statis- 

tics, and has widely used in the fields of computer science and 

physics, and etc. For example, researchers of data mining use the 

Hopkins statistics to describe the uniformity of clusters or evalu- 

ate the clustering quality of clustering analysis results. However, 

this statistics cannot describe the uniformity in the high dimen- 

sional data space. Generally, researchers use the dimension pro- 

jection technique to analyze the space distribution with respect of 

each dimension. In other words, it projects data objects on certain 

dimensions to get the distribution of the dimensions. Compared 

with the dimension reduction methods, dimension oriented tech- 

nique keep the whole space information, and has the characteris- 

tics of rapid calculation. After all, it costs a relatively small amount 

of time in one dimensional space or one dimensional array. 

Though many algorithms about clustering in high dimensional 

space have been proposed, there are few papers which focus on 

clustering boundary in high dimensional space. So, these observa- 

tions motive our effort to propose a clustering boundary detection 

algorithm based on space inversion and Hopkins statistics, called 

Spinver. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

(1) propose a high dimensional space inversion technique to ex- 

tract the local space features; 

(2) propose a Symmetry Statistics to describe the uniformity of 

high dimensional data space; 

(3) propose a clustering boundary detection algorithm for high 

dimensional data space named Spinver. 

3. Clustering boundary model 

In this section, we will provide the idea of space inversion 

and projection technique. Then, we propose the Symmetry Statis- 

tic which could describe the uniformity of high dimensional space 

based on Hopkins Statistics. Lastly, we develop the Spinver algo- 

rithm. 

3.1. Space inversion and projection 

Spherical [39] and cube sampling [40 , 41] are popular sampling 

methods used to analyze data. They all pay attention on fixed sam- 

pling window, and less attention on the data points located outside 

the window. So, they all belong to static sampling. More impor- 

tantly, they will prejudice to the data points located at the surface 

of space, and cannot present the true feature of data distribution. 

So, in this paper we use the k nearest neighbor [42 , 43] as sampling 

method. 

Given a n dimensions space S, we take x i as the center of 

data space to establish a n dimensions coordinates system, where 

x i = ( x i 1 , x i 2 , . . . , x in ) .Then we calculate the k nearest neighbors of x i 
and reverse their positions to get the relative positions. The rule of 

space inversion is described as follows: 

RLocation ( x j ) = x j − x i 

= ( x j1 − x i 1 , x j2 − x i 2 , x j3 − x i 3 , ..., x jn − x in ) (1) 

where x j is the k nearest neighbors of x i and x j = ( x j1 , x j2 , ..., x jn ) . 

We take x i as the original point of local space, and new coordinates 

are assigned to the k nearest neighbors. 

Clustering boundary objects are located at the edge of clusters, 

and it is k nearest neighbors are not uniformly distributed. Core 

points are located inside clusters, and their k nearest neighbors sit 

around them evenly. However, different with boundary and core 

points, noises always have large distances between their neighbors 

and themselves, so noises are distributed not uniformly. Based on 

the analysis above, we can detect the clustering boundary by judg- 

ing the local uniformity of every data point. To describe the uni- 

formity of k nearest space, we project the data objects on each 

dimension. The rule of projection is described as follows: 

P Location ( x j ) = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

x j1 − x i 1 0 0 ... 0 

0 x j2 − x i 2 0 ... 0 

0 0 x j3 − x i 3 ... 0 

: ... ... ... : 

0 0 0 ... x jn − x in 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

× (1 ≤ i ≤ n ) (2) 

P Location ( x j , d i ) = (0 , 0 , ..., x j d i − x i d i , ..., 0)(1 ≤ i ≤ n ) (3) 

where PLocation ( x j , d i )is the projection coordinate of x i on the d i 
dimension. In this formula, we use the way of dimension oriented 

to extract the features of local space. So, the high dimensional 

space is divided into n one-dimensional spaces. This means that 

the high dimensional space is be decomposed. 
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